VIRTUAL INTENSIVE LAW & TRIAL
In Collaboration with Stanford Law School

2021 Sample Schedule*

Day One: Welcome and Program Overview

Day Two: Building Your Case
Stanford Law School Lecture: Making Your Case Argument
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice:
  Building Your Case–Part 1
  Building Your Case–Part 2
Stanford Law School Lecture: Negotiation
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice: Case Review

Day Three: Building Your Opening
Stanford Law School Lecture: Building Opening Arguments
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice:
  Building Your Opening–Part 1
  Building Your Opening–Part 2
Stanford Law School Lecture: Negligence and Torts Law
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice: Case Review

Day Four: Direct Examinations
Stanford Law School Lecture: Witness Interviewing–Part 1
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice:
  Direct Examinations–Part 1
  Direct Examinations–Part 2
Stanford Law School Lecture: Witness Interviewing–Part 2
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice–Case Review

Day Five: Cross Examinations
Stanford Law School Lecture: Witness Interviewing–Part 3
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice:
  Cross Examination–Part 1
  Cross Examination–Part 2
Stanford Law School Lecture: Witness Interviewing–Part 4
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice: Case Review

*This schedule of events is a composite based on past schedules and is provided as an example of the overall quality and scope of the experience offered. The 2021 specific schedule, locations, and details may vary and will be made available online prior to the start of the program.
Day Six: Working Sessions with Team

Day Seven: Evidence and Testimony
Stanford Law School Lecture: *Introducing Evidence and Testimony–Part 1*
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice:  
  *Evidence–Part 1*  
  *Evidence–Part 2*
Stanford Law School Lecture: *Introducing Evidence and Testimony–Part 2*
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice: *Case Review*

Day Eight: Building Closing Arguments
Stanford Law School Lecture: *Building Closing Arguments*
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice:  
  *Building Closing Arguments–Part 1*  
  *Building Closing Arguments–Part 2*
American Mock Trial Association: *Preparing for a Virtual Mock Trial–Part 1*
Mock Trial Lesson and Practice: *Case Review*

Day Nine: Virtual Scrimmage
American Mock Trial Association: *Preparing for a Virtual Mock Trial–Part 2*
Mock Trial Practice:  
  *Virtual Scrimmage–Part 1*  
  *Virtual Scrimmage–Part 2*
Stanford Law School Lecture: *Courtroom Decorum*
Mock Trial Practice: *Virtual Scrimmage–Part 3*

Day Ten: Law and Trial in Action
American Mock Trial Association: *Final Setup*
Mock Trial Simulation  
Closing Address and Awards

**Participation in the forum does not give an advantage in admission to Stanford University.**